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when i qualified in 1942 the ecg machine did not hold quite such an

important place in the field of medicine as it does today. Indeed, if I
remember my teacher correctly, it should really only be used to confirm
clinical findings and the results to be regarded with some suspicion;
perhaps this still applies today. My only contact with it since then in a

practical way had been on domiciliary visits when I had sat in a corner
of a bedroom and watched the specialist do the film, nodding wisely when
he pointed out some interesting feature and in later years marvelling that
he no longer had to go home and develop a film, or even to look for a

power plug to run the machine in these days of transistors.
It was with some excitement and eager anticipation therefore, that I

welcomed the loan of such a machine for one month whilst the specialist
went on holiday. Recent accounts in the College Journal by general
practitioners were of great help and I bought and studied the books
recommended. ' Turner' especially seemed clear and straightforward.
Finally I drove my friends and relatives mad by practising the necessary
technique until I learned the snags to prevent tremors, etc, and get a good
clear reading, without the needle suddenly jumping off the graph paper.
Then, to make life easier, I did the first two readings on patients who had
' known' heart lesions and who ' knew the ropes'. This was easy, they
hopped on to the couch with alacrity, and even pointed out the exact
spots across the chest wall for the chest leads. Mr T. especially had these
worked out to a millimetre as he had been used as a model for teaching
at the hospital. Both regarded the whole exercise with amused tolerance
' to help to keep doctor up to date', but as the cartoon heading has
it.' Not to be taken seriously'.

Patient No. 3 promised better. Mr B. was a chronic bronchitic with
enlarged heart who had some chest pains associated with a blackout of
a few seconds duration. Although I thought his troubles had come on
after a bout of coughing I looked forward to doing an ecg to make sure.
Mr B. agreed to come back that day to have it done but protested the
whole time like a criminal protesting his innocence. He knew there was
nothing the matter with his heart and when I agreed with him after
spending an hour reading the film in detail I got no real thanks, only a

curt, " Good-night doctor ", as he stalked out, looking puzzled, as if he
subconsciously thought doctor had gone mad.
No. 4 patient should have been even better. Mr R. was an old man of

80 years who had been coming down to surgery for at least 15 years for
digitalis tablets we had followed on from others. There had never been
any definite diagnosis, he had first been given them because his heart
rate was 110 and presumably with the hope of slowing it down; he also
carne every two months for a new supply. What an exciting time I had
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with this replica of Wilfred Brambell in his immortal characterization of
Steptoe. With great reluctance he cautiously got on to the examination
couch and rolled down his socks. With infinite patience, tact and good
humour I removed his coat, jacket, shoes and socks and rolledup his sleeves
reassuring him that it would not electrocute him. We proceeded slowly
until I wanted further clothes off to do the chest leads, then Mr R. dug
his heels in. It would have been cruel to force him any further.at any
rate I had a tracing showing digitalis effect and that was something. He
has not been in since, I hope he is all right.
No. 5 and No. 6 patients also had their points. Here I had mother

and daughter of a very high social and income group. They had been
patients of mine for many years and daughter had cheerfully trusted me
with her life during two successful pregnancies. When father died
suddenly of a coronary thrombosis and mother developed attacks of
paroxysmal tachycardia I welcomed the opportunity to do an ecg tracing
of mother and daughter however, my offer was not taken up. Both
decided to have any such recording and investigation done by a specialist.
Probably they were right, although the diagnosis was the same as my
clinical one.

No. 7 presented something new. He was a chronic worrier of 50 years
who carne to surgery with a new history of substernal pain. There was

nothing definite to find but it sounded suspicious so I fixed an appoint¬
ment for him to see a specialist at the hospital. He refused to go. Finally
I decided to do a tracing myself and managed to do so without difficulty,
after which I was able to reassure Mr S. there was no sign of a coronary
thrombosis. Mr S. was most impressed. So much so that two days later
he carne back saying there must be something wrong with his heart or
I would not have taken all that trouble, also, he would now like to go to
hospital for a proper examination.

I will not prolong this tale of woe. Suffice it to say that at the end of
the month I handed back the ecg machine with no regrets. I had learned
a great deal.about P.Q.R.S.T. waves and about human nature. In my
urban practice of manual workers, mainly I.C.I. and steel, there is no

place for the general practitioner to have such a machine. I am sure
that whilst in a health centre or cottage hospital it may be of use to a

general practitioner, it certainly has no place in my surgery.


